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1. АШОШСЕМЕЖГТ BY THE CHAIEMAN 

The CHAIEMAK announced that the United States Government, in a letter dated 

26 January 1 9 5 6 � h a d informed ' the Director-General that Dr Brady had now been 

designated as a member of the Board in place of Dr van Zile Hyde. 

2. ESTABLISHMENT AND TEEMS OF EEFEREÏÏCE OF A COMMITTEE OF THE 
EXECUTIVE BOAED ON MALASIA ERADICATION: Item J. 6 of the Agenda 
(Resolutions WHA.8. 30 and EBl6.El6� Documents EB17/51 and EB17/85) 
(continued) 

Dr SIEI said that it would be most regrettable if the Board took precipitate 

and unconsidered decisions on the very important matter now before it, A vast 

prospect of securing donations for the Malaria Eradication Special Account had not/ 

opened up and he was convinced that with enough publicity in the right quarters^ 

numerous donors would come forward with valuable contributions to an organization 

dedicated to the promotion of health throughout the world. He accordingly proposed 

the establishment of a small working party to discuss, the item, 

У 

Dr VAEGAS-MENDEZ^ observing that item 3. 6 had already been discussed at 

great length at the previous meeting, thought that Dr Montalvan Cornejo
1

s draft 

resolution (dociment EB17/85) reflecting the views that had been expressed could 

be adopted forthvitb, 

/ 

Dr MONTALVAN COENEJO pointed out that the Health Assembly had already taken 

a decision on the substantive issues involved and had authorized the Board to accept 

donations to the Special Accounts It had further authorized the Board to delegate 



authority to a committee to act between sessions. Now that the time had clearly 

come to take that step, he had submitted his draft resolution^ taking into accounti 

the suggestion made by Dr Brady at the previous meeting, as well as Professor 

Parisot
1

s point that acceptance of donations should be governed by the criteria 

already established Ъу the Board. In the light of those facts^ perhaps Dr Sir! 

would agree that the time was ripe for decision. 

Dr SIEI, thanking Dr Montalván for his exaplanation of the events which 

had led up to the submission of his draft resolution^ withdrew his proposal. 

Professor JETTMAR believed that the committee woulâ find it difficult to 

discharge such important functions unless it included highly qualified mal ario-

logists. 

He did not share Dr Sir!
1

s optimism about the possibility of securing large 

sums of money for the Special Account: governments for which malaria was a 

serious problem would .clearly devote funds to their own domestic projects, and th© 

others vould be unlikely to show great interest. Nor did past experience warrant 

any expectation of considerable donations
;
 and any firm likely to offer contri-

butions woulà probably attach unacceptable conditions. He could not, therefore^ 

subscribe to the statement in document ЕВГ7/51� paragraph 2.1,to the effect that 

Voluntary contributions from private sources could play
 11

 a very substantial" part 

in furthering the malaria eradication programme. 

With those considerations in mind, he believed the draft resolution 

should be put to the vote paragraph by paragraph. 
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Dr SIEI said that he was in favour of the draft resolution as a whole. Even 

if malaria eradication was of close concern only to certain regions
}
 those regions 

were very extensive. He, personally, could not help feeling optimistic about the 

response that could be expected from the public and was sure that its support would 

reach very substantial dimensions� 

The CHAXRMAÍT observed that irl compliance with Professor Jettmar
1

 s request he 

would ̂  in application of Eule of the Eules of Procedure^ put the draft resolution 

to the vote paragraph by paragraph, 

Dr SÜAEEZ considered that Dr Montalvan
1

 s draft resolution should be adopted in 

its entirety because it was entirely in accordance with the Health Assembly
1

s 

instructions to the Board
ч
 Having had an opportunity the previous year of seeing how 

the Mexican Government vas dealing vith ths problem of malaria, he realized all the 

more acutely the importance of the proposal before the Board. 

/ 

Professor JETTMAE said • that in view of Dr Siri
r

 s and Dr Suarez
1

 remarks he 

•would withdraw M s request concerning the procedure for voting, 

nevertheless he considered that the draft resolution should 

intended to follow that procedure unless his ruling vere 

the committee should consist of five members^ so as to 

give adequate geographical representatioru The word "five" should therefore be 

inserted in paragraph 1 � 

1 Replaced by Eiil© 56 in the current Eules of Procedure^ as reproduced in Off• 
Bec

r
 Wld Hlth Org, §§.，Annex 17 

The CHAIRMAN said that 

be voted on in parts, and he 

challenged. 

Preamble and paragraph 1 

Dr ANWAR proposed that 
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It was agreed^ 

Decision: The preamble and paragraph 1 of Dr Morxtalván
,

s draft resolution^ 

as completed� (document EB17/85) was adopted unanimously. 

Paragraph 2 

Dr AÜ1WAE asked whether a contribution offered on condition that it was used 

in a specific country would be regarded as coming within the terms of paragraph 2(l)# 

The CHAIEMAN confirmed that such a contribution vould be regarded as being 

accompanied by "special conditions" and therefore to be referred for decision to 

the Board. 

Dr SIBI wondered whether it was right to refus© a donation because the donor 

vanted it to be used in his own country. Surely acceptance would be no threat to 

the independence and integrity of WHO. 

The CHAIRMAN pointed out that paragraph 2(1) only laid down that such a 

contribution must be referred to the Board and could not be accepted at once by 

the coimnittee. 

Dr SUAEEZ believed that such a clause would only lead to delay in implementing 

ant i-malaria projects, which were inaugurated by agreement between the government^ 

WHO and, in certain instances^ UNICEF^ 



Mr SAITA, alternate to Dr Azuma, considered that paragraph 2(b) and even 

more paragraph 2(3)，would impose very heavjr responsibility on the committee. As 

Professor Jettmar had pointed out, none of the members of the Board were really 

qualified to carry out such functions because they had no special knowledge of 

malaria problems. 

He vould like to be informed whether it was expected that the committee 

would meet in Geneva between sessions of the Board, or whether it would be 

convened immediately before or after them, 

Dr MONTALVAN COEHEJO considered that Dr Suárez had really referred to an 

instance of some particiJ.ar government submittiAg -ceqtiired 

WHO
1

 s assistance. It was not a genuine example of a donation to the Special 

Account. 

In reply to Mr Saita's first point he explained that the terms of reference 

he had included in his draft resolution derived wholly from resolution W M 8 . 

In order to cover Mr Saltans second point a provision could be addôd to the 

effect that the committee could reach its decisions by correspondence and meet 

only if circumstances required. 

Mr SIEGEL^ Assistant Director-General^ Department of Administration and 

Finance., explained that Dr Montalván had followed the Director-General's 

suggestions in section 5 of document EB17/〉1, thereby limiting the committee
1

s 

terms of reference until more experience had been gained of its operation. 

The Director-General had already had an offer of equipment which he had 

acknowledged� informing the prospective donor that it would be submitted to the 



Board for consideration. If more such offers were received, would be possible 

to put them to immediate use if -they could be accepted; otherwise it might become 

necessary to store the equipment with all the costs and difficulties that entailed-

Referring to Mr Saita
1

s remarks he said that under section 111Д of resolution 

WHA8.3
0

 the Director-General had already been authorized to obtain financial contri-

butions for malaria eradication^ and presianably the purpose of paragraph 2(4) in 

the draft resolution before the meeting vas to enable the committee to advise the 

Director-General on the action to be taken to that end. The provision in 
* 

paragraph 2(5) was necessary to ensure that contributions would be used. 

With regard to the committee
1

s sittings he suggested it would be desirable 

for it to meet as soon as possible after it had been established for the purpose 

of electing officers and to consider whether it could do its work by correspondence^ 

It should not be necessary for the committee to meet during sessions of tho Board 

unless a special item were referred to it. 

Dr TAHEE thought it vould be contrary to the principles of the Organization 

to accept contributions earmarked for use in a particular country. 

Professor PESOHEN asked whether there vas any constitutional significance in 

the word "full" which had been used to qualify the Board in paragraph 2(5)# 

The CHA.IBMAH replied in the negative and suggested that the word "full" 

should be deleted• 

It vas so agreed• 



The • DEISCïûR-GMEîrlÂ.Lj, reíerrin¿ to the doubts expressed as to the technical 
* • . ！" •. 

competence of members of the Board to serve on the committee, pointed out that 

the committee would tliroughout be assisted by the Secretariat,which had all‘the 

necessary technical knowledge and could also obtain the advice of experts on the 

WHO advisoiy panels. 

Dr SlteREZ said tha.t the Director-General
1

 s point was of paramount importance • 

He therefore believed a clause should be added to the draft resolution making it 

clear that the committee was an executive and advisory body and that experts on 

malaria problems from the Secretariat would also be present. 

The CïIAIRMàîî considered that Dr Suárea
1

® point WAS already implicitly covered 

in the draft resolution because under Article 32 of tiie Constitution the Director-

General was ex officio secretary of all commissions and comroittees and would 

automatic ally provide technical advice. 

He then proposed that the ¿oard should vote on the sub-paragraphs of 
• •• '•；-•••• • . 

paragraph 2 seriatim. 

Decision: Peragrapha 2(1) to 2(8) voted on in turn, were all adopted. 

Paragraph-3 

The C H M H h A N called for nominations to the ücwnmittee. 



Dr YAEGAS-MENDEZ proposed Dr Montalvan Cornejo, Dr Anwar, Dr Taher, Dr Brady 

and Professor Pesonen. He had sought to ensure a proper geographical distribution 

of membership. 

Dr SIBI seconded the proposal. 

Dr BEADY asked whether it was in. the best interests of the Board to appoinl� 

two persons who would soon cease to be members. 

Dr VAEGAS-MÉIIDEZ said � h a t he had taken that contingency into account. 

Outgoing members of the Board serving on committees could always be replaced at the 

Board
r

 s next sessioru . , 
» . “ 

Dr AUWAE said tliat, as he would ôoon cease to b© on the Board, he proposed 

Dr U Maung-Maung Gyi in his place• 

Dr BBADY said that for the same reason he vould like his place to be taken 

by Dr Le Eouz. 

Dr Lis EOUX doubted whether it would be possible for him to attend another 

session of the Boards 

Dr АШАЕ said that in that case he would like to propose Dr Azuma^ so as to 

hâve a representative from a region where malaria vas an important problem. 

Dr MONTALVAN CORNEJO hoped that* Dr Brady and Dr Anvar vould see their way 

to accepting nomination so that Dr Vargas Ménâez,s original proposal coulà be 

accepted. 
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Mr SAITA declined nomination on behalf of Dr Azuma and proposed Dr Eodriguez 

instead, because malaria vas a major problem in the Philippines whereas it was not 

in Japan. 

Dr U MA.UNG-MAUNG GYI agreed with Dr Montalvan Cornejo that Dr Vargas-Méndez
1

 s 

original proposal should be accepted. 

Dr AHWAE said that, while not vishing definitively to decline nomination, he 

would have thouglit continuity in membership of the committee important, 

D r BEADY said that he was in a similar position to Dr Anwar, but if pressed 

•would accept nomination. 

Decision: 

(X) Dr Vargas-Méndez' proposal that the committee consist of Dr Anwar, 
Dr Brady, Dr Montalvan. Cornejo, Professor .Pesonen and Dr Taher was adopted. 

(2) Dr Montalvan Cornejo' s draft resolution as a whole, incorporating the 
foregoing decision� vas adopted (see resolution EB17.E60). 

3. VOLDWTAEY CONTRIBUTIONS: Item 3 of the Supplementary Agenda 

Malaria Eradication. Special Account (Resolutions WHA8.50 and 
Document EBI7/8O Eev.l) 

Mr SIBGEL said that in document EBI7/8O Eev.l the Director-General had reported 
i 

to the Board two offers of voluntary contributions to the Malaria Eradication Special 

Account, on© from Brùnei of 30 000 Straits dollars (equivalent, US$ 9 9 0 1 ) � a n d the 

other from. China of DDT sprayers. Both contributions would be useful for helping 

to carry out WHO
1

 s malaria eradication programme. The Director-General thouglit that 

the Board should accept both offers, and hoped that if it did so, it would authorize 

him to use both contributions for on© or more antimalaria projects as he thought suitable.. 
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The CHAIEMAN invited comments. 

There were none, 

The CHAIEMâN proposed the adoption of the following resolution. 

The Executive Board, 

Having considered the following contributions which have been offered 

to the Malaria Eradication Special Account: 

(a) a contribution of 30 000 Straits dollars (equivalent to 

US$ 9901) from Brunei; 

(b) a contribution of equipnent, having a value equivalent to 

US$ hl^k, from China� 

Considering that these contributions are acceptable under the provisions 

of resolution VÍHA8.30 adopted by the Eighth World Health Assembly� and 

Noting that tbe Director-General has stated that theBe contributions 

can be used for the antimalaria programme, 

1, ‘ ACCEPTS vith appreciation these generous contributions^ 

2. THANKS the donors for these contributions to the Malaria Eradication 
i 

Special Account� and 

5. AUTSOEIZBS the Director-General to utilize these contributions in onfe or 

more antimalaria projects, wherever they may be required. 

Decision: The resolution was adopted (see resolution EB17.Вб1). 

Other Gifts or Bequests (Besolution EB13.E3^� Document EB17/73) 

z 

Dr MONTALVAN COEHEJO, Chairman of the Committee, on Glftti or Bequests, Yeacl out 

the Committee's report (document EB17/75).
1

 He said that the draft 
1

 Eeproduced as Annex l6 to Off. Bgc, Wld Hlth Org« 68 
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resolution at the end of that report should be amended by deleting the words "the 

Government of" in paragraph !• 

Decision; The Board adopted the draft resolution in document EB17/73 as 
amended ""by Dr Montalvan Cornejo (see resolution EB17.R62)� 

k. RULES OF PROCEDURE OF THE EXECUTIVE BOABD: Item 7.1 of the Agenda 
(Eesolution EBl6,Ell: Documents ЕВ17Д^ EBlî/^ Add.l and EB17/71) 
(continued from the fifteenth meeting). 

The CHAIRMAN said that as Dr Bernard ̂  the Chairman of the Working Group on 

Bules of Procedure of the Executive Board, was not present
}
 Mr Botha would answer 

questions on the Working Group
1

 s behalf• 

Mr BOTHA said that although the Board had agreed at the fifteenth meeting that 

Bule k should remain unchanged^ he wished to propose that the discussion on that 

rule be reopened, because since that meeting a nev text for Rule k had been proposed 

by the Director-General. Th© text appeared in document EBYj/k Add^l. 

Dr SIEI and Dr MONTALVAN CORNEJO also urged that discussion on Eule b should 

be reopened. 

Decision: It was unanimously agreed to reopen the discussion on Bule b. 

Eule h (continued) 

Mr SEEGEL wished to apologize for the need to reopen the discussion on * 

Rule The present wording of that rule was imprecise, particularly in regard to 

the status of representatives of the United Nations and of specialized agencies at 

meetings of the Board; the Director-General was therefore proposing the new text 



for the Rule given in document ЕВ17/Л The United Nations representative 

had agreed to that text»� The Direсtor-General considered that, since the new te:cb 

was rmich clearer than the present wording of Rule it would perhaps be 

unnecessary to adopt the interpretative draft resolution on page Д of the Working 

Groupes report (document EB17/71 )> if the new text were adopted* 

Mr BOTHA said that the Working Group had not met since the new text had been 

drafted, but he had discussed it privately with each of the members of the Working 

Groupj they all preferred the new text� and thought that if it was adopted it would 

be unnecessary for the Board to pass the interpretative draft resolution. 

Dr M O N T A L V A N C O R N E J O said that since the existing text of Rule U was not clear
д 

he was in favour of the Board adopting the new except for the first phrase
y 

"Subject to the terms of any agreement", The only agreements which should be 

mentioned were those between WHO and the inter-governmental organizations with which 

Ш0 had established effective relations under Article 70 of the Constitution, He 

would therefore like to suggest the substitution of the words "any relevant" for 

the word
 !!

any
u

 in that phrase. 

Decision: It was agreed to substitute the worda "any relevant agreement" 

for the words "any agreement" in the text of document EB17/4 Add
#
l

# 

Mr SAITA said that he was in favour of the new text except for t h e words in 

the fifth line, "and its main committees
11

^ which, he understood, were taken from 

Rule Д6 of the Rules of Procedure of the World Health Assembly, the Board,however, 

did not have any main committees comparable with those of the Assembly. He therefore 

wished to propose the deletion、of the word "main", 
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Pecisions It vas agreed to delete the word "main" from the new text for 

Êuïe í in document ЕВ17Д Md。l, and the rule was adopted as amended. 

Mr AMOR �representative of the United Nations> thanked the Board for 

、reopening the discussion on Bule 4 and adopting the nev text. 

Bule 6(7) (continued) 

Dr MONTALVAN COKKEJO suggested that, in order to bring the procedural 

discussion wlttch had taken place on Eule 6(7) at the fifteenth meeting to a 

satisfactory conclusion, the Board should agréé to take the text proposed by the 

Director-General in document EB17/^ as the basis for its discussion and to treat 

the changes to that text recommended by the Working Group (document EB17/71) as 

proposed aEiendmonts. 

Mr BOTHA, and Dr SIKE supported that suggestion. 

路 The suggestion vas adopted. 
•v 

Dr MONTALVAN COENEJO said that he was iu favour of deleting the words "in 

consultation with 'the Chairman" from the first sentence of the text for Eule 6(7) 

proposed bj the Director-General^ and of retaining them in the second sentence of 

that text. Еэ askecl the Chairman to put those words to the vote separately in 

each case. 

The СНАГШШ put to tiie Vote the Working Group
1

 s proposal that the words 

"in consul.tation vith the Cliainaan" should be deleted from the first sentence of 

the text proposed by the Director-General, 
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Decisions The Board accepted by 10 votes to 1, with 4 abstentions^ 
the Working Group

f

s proposal for the deletion of the words "in consultation 
with, the Chairman" in the first sentence oí the text proposed by the 
Director-General. 

The CHklRi'iki、put to the vote the Working Group
1

 s proposal that the words 

l,

in consultation with the Chairman" be deleted from the second sentence of the 

• . 
Director-General

1

s proposed text. 

Group,s 
should 
the 

By this and its previous decision the Board adopted Rule 6(7) 
as proposed by the Dirsctor-General^ with the deletion in the first 
sentence of the words "in consultation � i t h the Chairman

11

. 

The CHAIRMAN invited comments on the paragraph which the Working Group 

had proposed should be added to Rule 6(7)• 

Dr ANWAR suggested that the vords "in consultation w ith the Chairman
11 

should be inserted in the proposed additional paragraph before the "word "convene
1 1

. 

Decision: The Board agreed, by 10 votes to 4 � w i t h 2 abstentions> to ‘ 
insert these i^ords. The additional paragraph proposed by tho Working 
Group, as amendedy was adopted by 15 votes to 1 with 1 abstention, and 
added to Rule 6(7)• 

Rule 7(9) 

It -was agreed that no change should be made to Rule 7(9)• 

Decision: The Board rejected by ló votes to 1 the Working 
proposal that the w r d s

 u

i n consultation wxth the Chairman" 
be deleted from the second sentence oí the text proposed by 
Director-General• 



Rule 8(10) 

Decision; The Working Group's proposal that the word "together" 
should be deleted was accepted. The text proposed by the Director-
General, thus amended, waâ

:

'adopted. 

Rule 9(11) 

The Board adopted the text proposed by the Director-General. 

f . \ ' • 
Rule 10(12) 

Mr BOTHA said that the amendment proposed by the Working Group to the text 

proposed by the Director-General would not, if adopted^ change the substance of that 

text, but would bring it into line with the text of other rules already adopted by 

the Board. 

Decision: The Board adopted the Working Group
!

 s amendment to the text 
of Rule -10(12) as proposed by the Director-General, and the rule as thus 
amended

# 

Rules 11(13) and 12(14) 

The Board adopted the text proposed by the Dirçotor^General. 

Rule 13 (37) 

The Board adopted the Working Group‘ s amendment to the texb proposed by 
the Director-General�and the rule as thus amended. 

Rule 14(H5) 

The Board adopted the text proposed by the Director-General 
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Rules 15(16) and 16(17) 

It was agreed that no 

Rules 17(18), 18 and 19 

The Board adopted the 

Rule 20 

It was agreed that no 

change should be maae to these rules• 

text proposed by the Director-General, 

change should be made to Rule 20. 

Rule 21 

The Board adopted the Working Group's proposed a^^ndments to the 
text proposed by the Director-General, and the rale as thus amended. 

Rule 22 

It was agreed that no change should be made to Rule 22 • 

Rules 23 3 24s 25
 5
 26 and 27(^6) 

The Board adopted the text proposed by the Dir e et or-General
# 

Rule 28(38) 

Dr VARGAS-1-IE1©EZ said that the adoption of the text of Rule 28(38) recomendad 

by the Working Group would entail a change in the present practice of the Board! 

he was oppreed to the adoption of that text^ and in favour of the text of 

Rule 28(38) as proposed by the Director-General. 



Professor PARISOT said that he also greatiy preferred the text proposed 

by the Director-General; He failed to understand why the Working Group had 

put forward the texb for iiule 28(38) in its report» It would be wrong to 

change the Rule in the way suggested by the Working Group^ since there would than 

" * * -

be virtually no difference between an alternate and an adviser^ and it was not 

for nothing that a distinction had originally been drami
#
 However/ he was 

prepared to agree tiaat the Chairman of the Board might, at the request of a member, 

allow an adviser of his to s p e a k � a n d even to vote, in his place, but for a short 

period and in exceptional cases
# 

Mr CALDERWOOD^ adviser to Dr Brady, said that if the Board adopted the text 

suggested by the Working Group^ it would only be bringing the rule on the subject 

into line with the Board
1

 s practice. He himself h a d � a s an adviser
д
 both spoken 

and voted on behalf of a member �although he would agree that it was not usual for 

advisers to do so
0
 ‘ As could be seen from the Board^s r e c o r d s � s o m e members were 

accompanied by advisers but no alternates
>
 and others only ty alternates

#
 He 

believed that that was due to the different methods followed by designating 
• • • , • 

• • • . . . • 

governments/ In practice no distinction was made at meetings of the Board between 

alternates and advisers• lie was therefore in favour of the text put forward by the 

Working Group. 

Dr VARGAS-MENDEZ said that he did not think the Board should consider allowing 

advisers to speak and vote on behalf of members as an accepted practice. Sometimes 

they were allowed to do so Ъесаиве it was not realized that they were not alternates. 

In saying that he wished to make it clear, hovrevér^ that he had great respect for all 
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the advisers тЛо had attended sessions of the Boardj they had indeed frec^uently 

made most useful contributions to the discussions• 

Dr MONTALVAN OORNEJO agreed with what Dr Vargas-Mendez had said. Governments 

designated some persons as alternates and others as advisers� presumably deliberately. 

He also appreciated the help the Board received from its members
!

 adviser s j it 

should not hoxrever wipe out the distinction between alternates and advisers (as the 

Working Group had, in effect, proposed) since only the designating government had the 

right to decide "whether an adviser should act as an alternate. He was in agreement 

with the intention behind the Director-General
1

s proposed text as stated in 

document EB17/4 (page 12)，namely^ that a member did not himself have the right to 

designate an alternate
# 

Professor PARISOT said that he fully agreed with the points made by 

Dr Vargas-Méndez and Dr Montalván Cornejo-

Dr SUAREZ also agreed with all that Dr Vargas-Méndez and Dr Montalvan-Cornejо 

had said on the subject. 

Decision: The Board rejected by 11 votes to 4, with 2 abstentions, the 
text for Rule 28(38) proposed by the Working Group

#
 It adopted the text 

proposed by the Director-General by 13 votes to n o n e � w i t h 4 abstentions. 

The meeting rose at 12々5 
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1. ANNOUNCEMENT BY THE CHAIRMAN 

The CHAIEMAN announced that the United States Government, in a letter dated 

• • • . 

26 January 1956, had Informed the Director-General that Dr Brady had now been 

designated as a member of the Board in place of Dr van Zile Hyde. 

2, ESTABLISHMENT AND TEEMS OF REFERENCE OF A COMMITTEE OF 
EXECUTIVE BOAED ON MALAEIA ERADICATION： Item 5.6 of the Agenda 
(Documents EB17/51 and EB17/85) (continued) 

Dr SIBI said that it would be most regrettable if the Board took precipitate 
« 

and unconsidered decisions on the very important matter now before It. A vast prospect 

of securing donations for the Malaria Eradication Special Account had now opened 

up and he vas convinced that with enough publicity in the right quarters
f
 numerous 

donors would come forward with valuable contributions to an organization dedicated 

to the promotion of health throughout the worlds He accordingly proposed the 

establishment of a small working party to discuss the item, 

Dr VAEGAS-MENDEZ, observing that item 3. 6 had already been discussed at great 

length at the previous meeting^ thought that Dr Montalván Cornejo
1

 s draft 

resolution (document EBI7/85) reflecting the views that had been expressed could 

be adopted forthwith^ 

D r MONTALVAN COEHEJO pointed out that the Health Assembly had already taken 

a decision on the substantive issues involved and had authorized the Board to accept 

donations to the Special Account. It hafl further authorized the Board to delegate 



authority to a committee to act between sessions. Now that the time had clearly 

come to take that step� he had submitted his draft resolution^ taking into account 

the suggestion made by Dr Brady at the previous meeting� as well as Professor 

Parisot
1

s point that acceptance of donations should be governed by the criteria 

already established by the Board. In the light of those facts, perhaps Dr Siri 

would agree that the time vas ripe for decision. 

Dr SIRI, thanking Dr Mon七alván for his exaplanation of the events which 

had led up to the submission of M s draft resolution^ withdrew his proposal. 

Professor JETTMAE believed that the committee would find it difficult to 

discharge such important functions unless it included highly qualified malario-

logists. 

He did not share Dr Siri
1

s optimism about the possibility of securing large 

sums of money for the Special Account: govemments for which malaria vas a 

Berious problem vould clearly devote funds to their ото domestic projects� and th© 

others would b© imlikely to show great interest. Nor did past experience warrant 

any expectation of considerable donations,, and any firm likely to offer contri-

butionB would probably attach unacceptable conditions^ Ее could not, therefore
} 

subscribe to the statemsnt in aocuiment EB17/51� paragraph 2.1 to the effect that 

voluntary contributions from privât© sources could play
 !,

a very substantial" part 

in furthering the malaria eradication programme。 

With those considerations in mind^ he believed the draft resolution 

should b© put to the vote paragraph by paragraph. 



Dr SIEI said that he was in favour of the draft resolution as a whole. Even 

if malaria eradication was of close concern only to certain regions^ those regions 

were very extensive. He^ personally, could not help feeling optimistic about the 

response that could b© expected from the public and was sure that its support would 

reach very substantial dimensions. 

The CHAIEMAN observed that in compliance with Professor Jettmar
1

 s request 

he would, in application of Rule of the Rules of Procedure, put the draft 

resolution to the vote paragraph by paragraph. 

Dr SUAEEZ considered that Dr Montalvan
1

 s draft resolution should be 

adopted in its entirety because it was entirely in accordance vith the Health 

Assembly
1

 s instructions to the Board, Having had an opportunity the previous 
» 

year of seeing how the Mexican Government vas dealing with, the problem of malaria, 

he realized all the more acutely the importance of the proposal before the Board, 

Professor JETTMAE said that in view of Dr Siri
1

 s and Dr Suarez
1

 remarks he 

would withdraw his request concerning the procedure for voting. 

The CHAIRMAN said that nevertheless he considered that the draft resolution 

should be voted on in part s, and he intended to follow that procedure unless his 

ruling were challenged» 

Preamble and paragraph 1 

Dr АШАЕ proposed that the committee should consist of five members, so as to 

give adequate geographical representation? The word "five" should therefore be 

inserted in paragraph 



It vas so_agreed> 

Decision; The preamble and paragraph 1 of Dr Montalvan
1

s draft resolution, 
as completed^ (document EB17/85) vas adopted unanimously• 

Paragraph 2 

Dr AUWAE asked whether a contribution offered on condition that it vas used 

in a specific country would be regarded as coming within the terms of paragraph 2(1) • 

The CHAIEMAN confirmed that such a contribution vould be regarded as being 

accompanied by "special conditions" and therefore to be referred for decision to 

the Board. 

Dr SIEI wondered whether it vas right to refus© a donation because the donor 

wanted it to be used in his own country. Surely acceptance vould be 110 threat to 

the independence and integrity of WHO. 

The CHAIEMAN pointed out that paragraph 2(1) only laid down that such a 

contribution must, be referred to the Board and could not be accepted at once by 

the committee. 

Dr SUAEEZ believed that such a clause vould only lead to delay in implementing 

arvti-malaria projects� which were inaugurated by agreement between the government^ 

WHO and^ in certain instances
;
 UNICEF^ 



Mr SAITA, alternate to Dr Azuma, considered that paragraph 2(k) and even 

more paragraph 2(3) would Impose very heavy responsibility on the committee. As 

Professor Jettmar had pointed out, none of the members of the Board were really-

qualified to carry out such functions because they had no special knowledge of 

malaria problems• 

He would like to Ъе informed whether it was expected that the committee 

would meet in Geneva between sessions of the Board
y
 or whether it would be 

convened immediately before or after them, 

Dr MONTALVAN CORNEJO considered that Dr Suarez had really referred to an 

instance of some particular government submitting a..prajact^for.. îdaiciud.t^eqnired 

WHO
1

 s assistance^ It was not a genuine example of a donation to the Special 

Account. 

In reply to Mr Saita
1

 s first point he exp^ined that the terms of reference 

he had included in his draft resolution derived wholly from resolution WBA8, 

In order to cover Mr Saita
f

 s second point a provision could be added to the 

effect that the committee could reach its decisions by correspondence and meet 

only if circumstances required. 

Mr SIEGELj Assistant Director-General, Department of Administration and 

Finance j explained that Dr Montalván had followed the Director-General
!

 s 

suggestions in section 5 of document EB17/51, thereby limiting the committee^s 

terms of reference until more experience had been gained of its operation. 

The Director-General had already had an offer of equipment which he had 

acknowledged � informing the prospective donor that it would be submitted to the 



Board for consideration- If more such offers vere received
;
 it would be possible 

to put them to immédiat g use if they could be accepted； otherwise i 七 might become 

necessary to store the equipment vith all the costs and difficulties that entailed* 

Referring to Mr Saita
1

s remarks he said that under section 111Д of resolution 

WHA8^30 the Director-General had already been authorized to obtain financial contri-

butions for malaria eradication� and presumably the purpose of paragraph 2 ( � � i n 

the draft resolution before the meeting was to enable the committee to advise the 

Director-General on the action to be taken to that end. The provision in 

paragraph 2(5) vas necessary to ensure that contributions would be used. 

With regard to the committee
!

s sittings he suggested it would be desirable 

for it to meet as вооп as possible after it had been established for the purpose 

of electing officers and to consider whether it could do its work by correspondence. 

It should not be necessary for the committee to meet during sessions of the Board 

unie �s a special item vere referred to it. 

Dr ТАЯЕВ thought it voixLd be contrary to the principles of the Organization 

to accept contributions earmarked for use in a particular country, 

Profsssor PESOÏÏEN asked whether there vas any с ons t i tut i o nal significance in 

the vord "full" which had been used to qualify the Board in paragraph 2(5)» 

The CHAIRMAN replied in the negp.tive and suggested that the word "full" 

should be deleted. 

It vas so agreed
0 



The DIRSCÏOR-GENERAL, referring to the doubts expressed as to the technical 

competence of members of the Board to serve on the committee^ pointed out that 

the committee vould throughout be assisted by the Secretariat which had all the 

necessary technical knowledge and could also obtain the advice of experts on the 

WHO advisory panels. 

Dr SUAREZ said that the Director-General
1

 s point was of paramount, importance • 

He therefore believed a clause should be added to the draft resolution making it 

clear that the committee was an executive and advisory body and. that experts on 

malaria problems from the Secretariat would also be present. 

The C H A I R M K considered that Dr Suarez
1

 point "Was already implicitly covered 

in the draft resolution because under Article 32 of the Constitution the Director-

General -was ex officio secretary of all commissions and committees and would 

automatic ally provide technical advice• 

He then proposed tfiat the Board should vote on the sub-paragraphs of 

paragraph 2 seriatim. 

It "was so agreed. 

Decision: Paragraphs 2(1) to 2(8) voted on in turn� were all adopted. 

Paragraph 3 

The CHAIRMAN called for nominations to the Committee• 



Dr VAEGAS-MENDEZ proposed Dr Montalvan Cornejo, Dr Anvar^ Dr Taher^ Dr Brady 

and Professor Pesonen. He had sought to ensure a proper geographical distribution 

of membership. 

Dr SIEI seconded the proposals 

Dr BEADY asked whether it was in the best interests of the Board to appoint 

two persons who vould soon cease to be members. 

Dr VAEGAS-MEMDEZ said 七hat he had taken that contingency into account. 

Outgoing members of the Board serving on coimaittees could always be replaoed at the 

Board
1

 s next session. • 

Dr АШАЕ said that, as he would soon cease to be on the Board, he proposed 

Dr U Maung-Maung Gyi in his place• 

Dr BRADY said that for th© same reason he woiild like his place to be taken 

by Dr Le Eoux. 

Dr 1Я EOUX doubted whether it would Ъе possible for him to attend another 

session of the Board* 

Dr M W A E said that in that case ha would like to propose Dr Azuma, so as to 

have a representative from a region where malaria was an important problem, 

Dr MONTALVÁN COEWEJO hoped that Dr Brady and Dr Anvar voulâ see their way 

to accepting nomination, so that Dr Vargas Méndez
1

 original proposal could be 

accepted. 



Mr SAITA declined nomination on behalf of Dr Azuma and proposed Dr Rodriguez 

instead because malaria was a maj or problem in the Philippines whereas it was not 

in Japan. 

Dr U M A U N C T - M A U N G G Y I agreed with Dr Montalván Cornejo that Dr Vargas-Méndez
1 

original proposal should be accepted. 

Dr ANWAR said that, while not wishing definitively to decline nomination, he 

would have thought continuity in membership of the committee important. 

Dr BRADY said that he was in a similar position as Dr Anwar, but if pressed 

would accept nomination. 

Decision: 

(1) Dr Vargas-Méndez
!

 proposal that the committee consist of Dr Anwar, 
Dr Brady, Dr Montalván Cornejo, Professor Pesonen and Dr Taher was adopted. 

(2) Dr Montalván Cornejo's- draft resolution as a whole and incorporating 

the foregoing d e c i s i o n w a s adopted. 

5. VOLUNTARY CONTRIBTJTiaiSg Item 5 of the Supplementary Agenda 

Malaria Eradication Spec±al Jiccovnt (Resolutions WHA8.30, SBl6.Rl6j 
Document "EBI7/80 REV'T)". 

Mr SIEGEL said that in document EB17/80 Rev.l the Director-General had reported 

to the Board two offers of voluntary contributions to the Malaria Eradication Special 

Account^ one from Brunei of 30 000 Straits dollars (equivalent, US$ 9901)，and the 

other from China of 54 DDT sprayers. Both contributions would be useful for helping 

to carry out WHO
1

 s malaria eradication programme. The Director-General thought that 

the Board should accept both o f f e r s � a n d hoped that if it did s o � i t would authorize 

him to use both contributions for one or more antimalaria projects as he -thought suitable • 



The CHAIRMAN invited comments. • 

There were none. 

The CHAIRM/1N proposed the adoption of the following resolution. 

"The Executive Board^ 

Having considered the following contributions which have been 

offered to the Malaria Eradication Special Account» 

(a) a contribution of 30 000 Straits dollars (equivalent to 

US$ .9901) from Brunei^ 

(b) a contribution of equipment, having a value equivalent 

to -US^ 41^4 from Chinaj 

Considering that these contributions are acceptable under 

the provisions of resolution ША8.30 adopted by the Eighth World. 

Health Assemblyj and 

Noting that the Director-General has stated that these 

contributions can be used for the antimalaria programme, 

1. ACCEPTS with appreciation, these generous contributions! 

2. THINKS the donors for these contributions to the Malaria 

Eradication Special Account^ and 

3 . AUTHORIZES the Director-General to utilize these contributions 

in one or more antimalaria projects, wherever they may be required." 

Decision: The resolution was adopted 

Other Gifts or Bequests (Resolution EB33.R34¿ Document EB17/73) 

Dr MONTALVM CORNEJO, Chairman of the Committee on Gifts or Bequests, raad 

out the Ccanmitteets report (document EB17/73). He said that the draft 
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resolution at the end of that report should be amended by deleting the words 
• •• 

"the Government of" in paragraph 1
# 

Decision: The Board adopted the draft resolution in document EB17/73 
as amended by Dr Montalvan Cornejo. 

• -, • 

RULES OF PROCEDURE OF THE EXECUTIVE BOARD: Item 7.1 of the Agenda 
(Resolutions ША8.26^.ША8,27 and EB16.R11: Documents EB17/4> 
ЕВ17/Л Add.l and EB17/71) (continued) 

The CHAIRMAN said that as Dr B e r n a r d � t h e Chairman of the Working Group 

on Rules of Procedure of the Executive Board, was not present, Mr Botha would 

answer questions on the Working Groupes behalf. 

Mr BOTHA said that althou^i the Board had agreed at the fifteenth meeting 

that Rule 4 should remain unchanged, he wished to propose that the discussion on 

that rule be reopened^ because since that meeting a neisr text for Rule 4 had been 

proposed by the Director-General, The text appeared in document EB17/4 Add.l, 

Dr SIRI and Dr MONTALVAN COENEJO also urged that discussion on Rule 4 

should be reopened. 

�� was unanimously agreed to reopen the discussion on Rule 

Rule U (continued) 

Mr SIEGEL wished to apologise for the need to reopen the discussion on 

Rule The present wording of that Rule was imprecise^ particularly in regard to 

the status of representatives of the United Nations and of specialized agencies at 

meetings of the Boardj the Director-General was therefore proposing the new text 



for the Rule given in document ЕВ17/Л Add,l
4
 The United Nations representative 

had agreed to that texb^ The Director-General considered that, since the new te^rb 

was much clearer than the present wording of Rule ii> would perhaps be 

unnecessary to adopt the interpretative draft resolution on page Л of the Working 

Group
1

 s report (document E B 1 7 / 7 1 i f the new text were adopted^ 

Mr BOTHA said that the Working Group had not met since the new text had been 

drafted, but he had discussed it privately with each of the members of the Working 

Groupj they all preferred the new text� and thought that if it was adopted it would 

be unnecessary for the Board to pass the interpretative draft resolution^ 

/ 

Dr MONTALVAN CORNEJO said that since the existing text of Rule 4 was not clear
д 

he was in favour of the Board adopting the new text^ except for the first phrase
> 

"Subject to the terms of any agreement" » The only agreements which should be 

mentioned were those between WHO and the inter-governmental organizations with which 

Ш0 had established effective relations under Article 70 of the Constitution, He 

would therefore like to suggest the substitution of the words "any relevant" for 

the word "any" in that phrase
e
 • . 

D e c i s i o n : � � was agreed to substitute the words
 !,

any relevant agreement" 
for the words "аз̂у agreement" in the text of document ЕВ17/Л A d d a , 

Mr SAITA said that he was in favour of the new text except for t he words in 

the fifth line, "and its main coirunittees
,,

;
 which, he understood, were taken from 

Rule 46 of the Rules of Procedure of the World Health Assembly. The Board howevisr 

did not have any main committees comparable with those of the Assembly
#
 He therefore 

wished to propose the deletion of the word "main". 



It -was agreed to delete the word "raairi" from the new text. 

Decision: The new text for Rule A in document EB17/4- Add.l was 
adopted as amended. 

Mr AMOR (United Nations) said that, on behalf of the United Nations, he wished 

to thank the Board for reopening the discussion on Rule Д and acb pting the new text. 

Rule 6(7) (continued) 

y 

Dr MONTALVAN CORNEJO suggested that, in order to bring the procedural 

discussion TAdiich had taken place on Rule 6(7) at the fifteenth meeting to a 

satisfactory conclusion^ the Board should agree to take the text proposed by the 

Direct or-General in document ЕВ17/ U as the basis for its discussion and to treat 

the changes "to that text recommended by the Working Group (document EB17/71) as 

proposed amendments. 

Mr BOTHA and Dr SIRI supported that suggestion. 

The suggestion was adopted. 

Dr MONTALVAN CORNEJO said that he was in favour of 

consultation with the Chairman" from the first sentence 

proposed by the Director-General�and of retaining them 

that text. He asked the Chairman to put those words to 

case. 

The CHAIRMAN put to the vote the Working Group î s proposal that the words 

"in consultation with the Chairman" should be deleted from the first sentence of the 

text proposed by the Director-General, 

deleting the words "in 

of the text for Rule 6(7) 

in the second sentence of 

the vote separately in each 



Decisions The Board accepted by 10 votes to 1, with 4 abstentions, 
the Working Group's proposal for the deletion of the words "in consultation 
vith the Chairman" in the first sentence oí the text proposed by the 
Director-General

# 

The CHAIRiiAi\i put to the vote the Working Group
1

 s proposal that the w r d s 

"in consultation with the Chairman" be deleted from the second sentence of the 

Director-General
1

a proposed text. 

Decision? The Beard rejected by 16 votes to 1 the Working Group's 
proposal that the "words "in consultation with the Chairman" should 
be deleted from the second sentence oí the text proposed by the 
Director-General, 

By this and its previous decision the Board adopted Rule 6(7) 
as proposed by the Director-General, with the deletion in the first 
sentence of the words "in consultation "with the Chairman". 

The CH/VlRMiiK invited comments on the paragraph which the Working Group 

had proposed should be added to Rule 6(7) • •‘�… 

Dr ANWAR suggested that the w r d s "in consultation w ith the Chairman" 

should be inserted in the proposed additional paragraph before the "word-
 i l

convene
n

 # 

Decision: The Board agreed, by 1Q votes to 4, with 2 abstentions, to 
insert these words• The additional paragraph proposed by the Working 
Group, as amended^ was adopted by 15 votes to 1 with 1 abstention, and 
added to Hule 6(7). 

Rule 7(9) 

It "Was agreed that no change should be made to Rule 7(9)• 



Rule 8(10) 

Decision; The Working Group I s proposal that the word "together" 
should, be deleted was accepted. The text proposed by the Director-
General, thus amended, waâ

:

''âdopted
e 

Rule 9(11) 

• . 

The Board adopted the text proposed by the Director—General. 

Rule 10(12) 

Mr BOTHA said that the amendment proposed by the Working Group to the text 

proposed by the Director-General would not
3
 if adopted, change the substance of that 

text, but would bring it into line with the text of other rules already adopted by 

the Board. 

Decision: The Board adopted the Working Group
1

 s amendment to the text 
of Rule 10(12) as proposed by the Director^General^ and the rule as thus 
amended, 

Rules 11(13) and 12(14) 

The Board adopted the text proposed by the Director^General
# 

Rule 13 (37) 

The Board adopted the Working Group^ s amendment to the text proposed by 
the Director «^General�and the rule as thus amended, 

Rtile !A(t5) 

The Board, adopted the text proposed by the Director�General. 



Rules 15(16) and 16(17) 

It was agreed, that no change should be mad© to Rule 15(16). 

Rules 17(18)， 18 and 19 

The Board adopted the text proposed by the Director-General. 

Rule 20 

It was agreed that no change should be made 1>o Rule 20. 

Rule 21 

The Board adopted the Working Group's proposed Ajfl^ndments to the 
text proposed Ъу the Director-General, anà the rule аз thus amended. 

Rule 22 

It was agreed that no change should be made to Rule 22. 

Rules 23，24, 25 з 26 and 27(36) 

The Board adopted the texb proposed by the Director-General, 

Rule 28(38) 

Dr VARGAS-MENDEZ said that the adoption of the text of Rula 28(38) recommended 

by the Working Group would entail a change in the present practice of the Board) 

he was oppcsed to tiie adoption of that text, and in favour of the text of 

Rule 28(38) as proposed by the Director-General. 



Professor PARISOT said that he also greatly preferred the text proposed 

by the Director-General, He failed to understand ^why the Working Group had 

put forward the texb for Rule 28(38) in its report. It would be wrong to 

change the Rule in the way suggested by the Working Group^ since there would then 

be virtually no difference between an alternate and an adviser
д
 and it was not 

for nothing that a distinction had originally been drawn. However, he was 

prepared to agree that the Chairman of the Board might, at the request of a member, 

allow an adviser of his to speak, and even to vote^ in his place but for a short 

period and in exceptional cases. 

Mr CALDERWOOD, adviser to Dr Brady, said that if the Board adopted the text 

suggested by the Working Group^ it would only be bringing the rule on the subject 

into line with the Board^s practice. He himself had, as an adviser
д
 both spoken 

and voted on behalf of a member
д
 although he would agree that it was not usual for 

advisers to do so
#
 As could be seen from the Boards s records, some members were 

accompanied by advisers but no alternates
>
 and others only by alternates. He 

believed that that was due to the different methods followed by designating 

governments
л
 In practice no distinction was made at meetings of the Board between 

alternates and advisers
#
 He was therefore in favour of the text put forward by the 

Working Group. 

Dr VARGAS-MANDEZ said that he did not think the Board should consider allowing 

advisers to speak and vote on behalf of members as an accepted practice. Sometimes 

they were allowed to do so because it was not realized that they were not alternates. 

In saying that he wished to make it clear, however^ that he had great respect for all 
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the advisers who had attended sessions of the Boar<i¿ they had indeed frequently 

made, most useful contributions to the discussions. 

Dr MONTALVM D O R N E J O agreed with what Dr Vargas-Méndez had said. Governments 

designated some persons as alternates and others as advisers, presumably deliberately. 

He also appreciated the help the Board received from its members • advisers! it 

should not however wipe out the distinction between alternates and advisers (as the 

Working Group had, in effect, proposed) since only the designating government had the 

right to decide whether an adviser should act as an alternate. He was in agreement 

with the intention behind the Director-General
1

s proposed text as stated in 

document EB17/4 (page 12), namely, that a member did not himseli have the right to 

designate an alternate. 

Professor PARISOT said that he fully agreed with the points made by 

Dr Vargas-Méndez and Dr Montai van Cornejo. 

Dr SUAREZ also agreed with all that Dr Vargas-Méndez and Dr Montalvan-Corne j о 

had said on the subject. 

De ois i ont The Board rejected by 11 yotes to Л, with 2 abstentions, the 
text for Rule 28(38) proposed Ъу the Working Group. It adopted the text 
proposed ly the Director-General by 13 votes to none, with Д abstentions. 

The meeting rose at 12.35 p.m. 


